It’s A Small World --- Final drawing due in two weeks.
Next week bring your sketched composition to class for critique.
Examples on this page are previous student solutions to the
problem.
This is the first project in which you are allowed to
include elements in your drawing that are not real
objects that exist in your real space. But you can not make up something.
You will need high quality reference. You can use photos, pictures and other
things but please note: Images found on the Internet will not be used for
drawing. The process that allows an image to be small enough to upload indicates
there will be limited detail. In drawing, you need references that are clear and can
be seen.
Sketchbook assignment: do research to decide how
you will solve this conceptual problem. It’s a Small
World can relate to actual objects that are small like
seeds, stones, insects or it can be exactly the opposite.
You might look at this from a social standpoint referring
to how and who we communicate with, the limited
social space of our day to day. Maybe you want to
address the smallness of thinking, feeling, seeing,
interacting…really think about what this means. Please
don’t show a group of children singing in different
costumes.
Make notes in your sketchbook of ideas, images that relate, where you will find
reference, etc. Work out design ideas and bring to class any and all references
needed, beginning drawing and be prepared to discuss.
Homework assignment: Begin drawing with a light gesture of objects until
composition, scale and arrangement is worked out.
Make sure you have good reference to draw from.
Internet pictures are never good. 16x20
Here are some brainstorming ideas to get you started:
1. Microscopic views of the inside of the body.
2. Cells of plants or any other things.
3. mothers with babies
4. baby anything
5. insects
6. stones
7. grass,
8. dirt, leaves sticks or anything on the ground
we don’t see
9. people from a distance
10. a drawing of a map with something drawn on
top.
11. the earth or universe from space with something else drawn on top.
12. a view of most anything from lying on the ground looking up
In my research on this subject I found these links to artists who are working with the
Small World concept. See what you think. http://www.jillmckeown.com/prints.htm

